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the obligations of public authorities to respond to requests with the
original 7 business day deadline, so future work in this area will be
very timely in evaluating the full impact of COVID-19 on access to
information in the state.

Introduction
Freedom of information (FOI) laws provide an important
mechanism for citizens and researchers to study public policy
issues & evaluate government transparency. This poster presents
the OPRAmachine platform and research dataset, which is the first
U.S.-based deployment of the open-source Alaveteli software for
automating the FOI request process and collecting data on FOI
requests submitted to authorities (mySociety Foundation, Inc. n.d.).
Through the use of the website, data on over 20,000 requests made
under New Jersey’s FOI law, the Open Public Records Act (OPRA),
has been collected since 2017 until the present (Rozzi 2020).

In addition to the work described in this poster and accompanying
paper, multiple other researchers across disciplines have utilized
the platform to submit records requests to collecte data in support
of their research. The data that they have collected using
OPRAmachine will be used to support research into various public
policy & criminal justice issues in New Jersey, with that work to be
published in scholarly journals and other forums in the future.

Conclusion

The Alaveteli platform has already been deployed throughout
many countries at the national level, including the UK-based
WhatDoTheyKnow. OPRAmachine builds upon past work in this
field by specificically focusing on a state & local government in
New Jersey and its political subdivisions and fills a gap left by a
lack of data collection by official governmental sources to enable
new research.

Methods
The Alaveteli platform was customized to meet the legislative
parameters of New Jersey’s FOI law and a database of 1256 public
authorities was built by compiling information from multiple openaccess data sources.
To collect the research dataset, users of the OPRAmachine website
were permitted to fill out a form describing the records they seek.
Prior to submitting their request, users were required to consent to
the publication of their request and collection of data.

1. The OPRAmachine dataset contains metadata tracking the
status of over 20,000 public records requests submitted to public
authorities in New Jersey, USA. The uniform manner in which
the requests were submitted makes them suitable for statewide
policy evaluation & text mining.
There was variance among New Jersey’s 21 counties with respect to
the timeliness of their responses to requesters. Some responded
prior to the statutory 7 business day deadline, whereas a smaller
number of counties fell either below or above that threshold.
Given the nature of the data collection process, there was not an
even distribution of requests across all counties, so every county
did not have the same sample size of requests. This is anticipated to
improve over time as additional requests are submitted by users.
Figure 2 - Total number of requests by county

When a response is received, the user receives a notification and
data is logged describing the status of the request and timeframe
between when the request was sent and when a response was
received from public authorities. Upon receiving a response from a
public authority, the user was prompted to answer survey
questions describing the nature of the response they received from
public officials.
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Figure 1 - Median FOI response time by county

3. Delayed & denied access to government information during
COVID-19 continues to be a significant concern for researchers
and the public (Barchenger 2020). This dataset can shed
additional light on the impact of COVID-19 on timely access to
government information by providing a quantifiable measure of
FOI law compliance & data about requested information.
4. This projects was the first to implement the open-source
Alaveteli open-source platform for managing public records
requests. Alaveteli has been deployed in multiple countries
throughout Europe. OPRAmachine was the first to implement
this platform in the United States. A key difference between this
project and others is that it targets a single U.S. state rather than
an entire country.

A high-level overview of trends in this dataset is also presented in
an interactive dashboard.. Additionally, a JSON REST API is
available for obtaining the aggregated data by county.

Using the collected data, basic descriptive statistics were calculated
to show high-level trends in the implementation of New Jersey’s
freedom of information law and the research dataset has been
made available to researchers and the public via several sources.
This dataset can be exploited for further evaluation of the
effectiveness of the law in obtaining access to public documents
and information. The law provides for a 7 business deadline for the
public authority’s initial response to the requests. The median
response time was calculated for each county by aggregating all
requests sent to public authorities within its borders.

2. In addition to allowing individual users to submit public
records requests that are contributed to the dataset (with their
consent), other researchers have adopted the platform, enabling
researchers to take advantage of New Jersey’s freedom of
information law to collect additional data in support of research
in the areas of criminal justice reform & public policy
evaluation.

Future Work
This dataset enables further analysis of the public policies
governing access to government information in New Jersey. The
COVID-19 pandemic has seen several sweeping policy changes
enacted via both legislative and executive action that have reduced
the obligations of public authorities to respond to requests with the
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